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TECHNICAL DATA WARNING

DESCRIPTION

Topshield is a highly concentrated, environmentally friendly accelerator for HyDra 
Rubber LM. Topshield is applied on top of the HyDra Rubber LM product, which 
accelerates the curing time of the HyDra Rubber LM product. Topshield 
immediately removes a large part of the moisture percentage of HyDra Rubber LM 
causing an immediate “skin formation” on the HyDra Rubber LM product. This 
causes the products to dry faster and more resistant to, for example rainfall. 

Topshield is an environmentally friendly product and can be
used indoors and outdoors without special protection.

APPLICATION

Topshield is available in 1L bottles with spray trigger. Spray
Topshield lightly over the HyDra Rubber LM product with an
average distance of +- 20 cm from the surface. The top layer
of the product will be dry to touch immediately.

RESTRICTIONS

Obey the safety precautions when applicating by wearing gloves, eye protection 
and other suitable protective equipment. Please refer to the SDS sheet for more 
information. 
If there are multiple layers of HyDra Rubber LM applied, only use Topshield on the 
last layer of HyDra Rubber LM. If Topshield is applied in between two layers of HyDra 
Rubber LM, it could harm the adhesion of the layers.

Topshield should not be applied when 
the ambient temperature is lower than 
0°C. During extreme rainfall is not 
recommended to use Topshield.  
For professional use only. Keep out of 
reach of children. Do not store product 
in direct sunlight, maximum 32°C (90°F) 
and minimum 5°C (41°F).

PROPERTIES TYPICAL RESULTS

Color Transparant

Physical properties Liquid

Specific gravity (liquid), g/cm3 CA. 1.0

Odor None

HyDra Rubber LM




